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FONTAINEBLEAU - 19 November 

Race 1 

1. SUNNYWAY - 9L sixth in Pornichet 1700m maiden 22 days ago. Needs 

sharp improvement to feature. 

2. THE LAWYER - Disappointing 11L defeat on debut at Saint-Cloud for 

shrewd handler. Better expected. 

3. ROOSTER - Five start maiden in UK novice events. Unlikely to pose a 

threat. 

4. FIFTY ONE - Down the field in two starts. Readily opposed. 

5. JOEY UP - 17L fourth on first outing in Saint-Cloud 1500m maiden earlier 

this month. Others preferred. 

6. ISMAEL PAINT - Beaten out of sight on first start at Saint Cloud six days 

ago. Best watched. 

7. TWIN BOY - Not progressing in seven outings. Look elsewhere. 

8. CHATEAU D'IF - Travelled well before weakening over 1600m Newbury 

(UK) maiden last month. Strong contender for top trainer. 

9. OZAN - Promising 4L third in Deauville 1200m maiden. Key player with 

improvement likely. 

10. CROWDFUNDING - 9L runner-up on first start at Saint-Cloud earlier this 

month. Amongst the protagonists. 

11. ALWAYS VIV - Unraced Pomellato colt. Market should guide on debut. 

Summary 

CHATEAU D'IF (8) ran a promising race on debut over 1600m at Newbury 

(UK). May improve and rates a strong candidate for top trainer. Rates highly. 

OZAN (9) is another who can progress from first outing following a good third 

at Deauville over 1200m. Could strip fitter and makes appeal. THE LAWYER 

(2) delivers second start after a below par debut at Saint-Cloud. Better 

expected this time so keep on side. CROWDFUNDING (10) looks capable of 

filling a placing. 
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Selections 

CHATEAU D'IF (8) - OZAN (9) - THE LAWYER (2) - CROWDFUNDING (10) 

Race 2 

1. SATISFIED - Improved from first outing when 2L third in this grade at 

Chantilly in September. Ought to make presence felt. 

2. VADALIYA - 7L seventh on first start over this trip at Chantilly in June. 

Significant improvement needed after absence. 

3. HOODWINKER - Entitled to progress for fair 3L runner-up position at 

Doncaster (UK) over 1209m. Keep on side. 

4. YELLOW ROSE - Moderate AW form in two UK maidens. Needs progress 

to be in the mix. 

5. TSELENA - 4L fourth in a claimer end of September does not appear to be 

good enough form. Opposed. 

6. RUE D'AUMALE - Nine start maiden and unlikely to improve that record. 

Others preferred. 

7. FEE CANDIDE - 8L sixth over 1200m at Deauville on second outing a 

month ago. Others preferred. 

8. BELLE EVASION - 2L runner-up two weeks ago on debut at Saint-Cloud 

over 1500m. Should strip fitter and warrants respect. 

9. HEROIC STAR - Unraced Sea The Stars filly. Market check needed. 

10. LAYALINA - Shalaa filly on first start. Positive market vibes would speak 

volumes. 

Summary 

SATISFIED (1) displayed significant improvement from debut when 2L third in 

this grade at Chantilly in September. Could make presence felt. 

HOODWINKER (3) is entitled to progress from a fair 3L runner-up position at 

Doncaster (UK) over 1209m. Keep on side for shrewd trainer. BELLE 

EVASION (8) is another who ought to improve from first outing following a 2L 

second in a Saint-Cloud 1500m contest. HEROIC STAR (9) catches the eye 

on pedigree. This Sea The Stars filly needs a market check on debut. 
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Selections 

SATISFIED (1) - HOODWINKER (3) - BELLE EVASION (8) - HEROIC 

STAR(9) 

Race 3 

1. GHAYADH - Solid form this term including 2L fourth on heavy ground at 

Chantilly last month. One for the placings. 

2. KINGSFOLD - Nine start maiden and unlikely to trouble the principles 

unless significant improvement. 

3. DANCING MOUNTAIN - 6L fifth in class 3 at Le Croise Laroche two weeks 

ago. Others have more convincing profiles. 

4. ARGUIN - Displayed improved form with runner-up effort at Clairefontaine 

a month ago. Place chance if replicating. 

5. JAYADEEVA - 12L ninth in Le Croise Laroche claimer four days ago. 

Others preferred. 

6. MADISON VANZALES - Fair form in class 3 events over 1100m at Le 

Croise Laroche last two starts. Each-way option. 

7. XENOPHANES - Improved 1L third in lesser company at Le Croise 

Laroche four days ago. Needs further progress to compete at this higher level. 

8. DOBBY FIRST - Out of form this campaign. Hard to recommend. 

9. TIPTOP - Down the field in previous two outings in lesser company. Others 

make more appeal. 

10. OPERATIVE - Hard to fancy following 24L defeat in a Le Croise Laroche 

1100m claimer two weeks back. 

11. THROTTLE CONTROL - Recent 8L defeat in a Le Croise Laroche claimer 

doesn't inspire confidence back in a handicap. 

12. EGERIA - Beaten a long way on reappearance at Saint-Cloud last week. 

Needs to improve. 

13. POMPOGNE - Drops in trip following 3L runner-up at Saint-Cloud 1400m 

(heavy) six days ago. Contender. 

14. ELOAVE DES GOATS - Yet to place in 27 starts. Readily opposed. 
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15. NIMO - Out of form since resuming. Best ignored. 

Summary 

POMPOGNE (13) is interesting down in distance following a respectable 3L 

second at Saint-Cloud on heavy ground six days ago. Looks a solid option. 

Top chance. One of the dangers is likely to be MADISON VANZALES (6) who 

showed fair form in class 3 events at Le Croise Laroche recently. Each-way 

chance. ARGUIN (4) caught the eye when second at Clairefontaine. One for 

the placings. GHAYADH (1) holds good form at this level. Place hope. 

Selections 

POMPOGNE (13) - MADISON VANZALES (6) - ARGUIN (4) - GHAYADH (1) 

Race 4 

1. FORZA CAPITANO - 11L seventh in class 2 event at Deauville in June. 

Needs sharp improvement following absence. 

2. ZELOTE - Drops in distance following good Cholet class 1 victory by 5L. 

Major claims. 

3. KING ROBBE - 3L sixth in this grade 19 days ago at Chantilly 1200m 

suggests an each-way chance. 

4. PRADARO - 2L fifth over track and trip last month. In the mix. 

5. FLYING CANDY - Neck scorer over course and distance in this grade last 

month. Top chance of repeat performance. 

6. PURE BEAUTY - Neck runner-up here two weeks ago. More needed up in 

class but plausible after only six starts. 

7. WONDER BOY - Needs to strip fitter for modest reappearance at Deauville 

last month. Not impossible to figure. 

8. MILLFIELD - Consistent since October including 2L third at Longchamp 

1400m. Thereabouts. 

9. LARNO - 2L third at Angers ten days ago. Drop in distance needs to spark 

improvement in this grade. 

10. BAKOEL KOFFIE - Needs to bounce back after heavy defeat at Chantilly 

last month. Others have more obvious claims. 
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11. COCO CITY - Took a step forward with 3L third at Chantilly two weeks 

ago. Minor role likely. 

12. BAILEYS BLUES - Decent 1L third in this grade at Chantilly over this trip 

last month. High hopes of maintaining good form. 

13. VISCOUNT BARFIELD - Narrow defeat over course and distance last 

week. Could make the frame. 

14. ART COLLECTION - 8L tenth when last seen in May. Best watched on 

return. 

15. KILOECHO - Improving type in this grade including 1L runner-up at 

Chantilly 1200m last month on heavy ground. Big chance. 

16. J'AURAIS DU - 1L runner-up at this level in a Lyon-Parilly 1350m 

handicap. Bold show likely. 

Summary 

A competitive handicap featuring numerous in-form contenders. ZELOTE (2) 

looks to be involved in the finish after an impressive 5L success at Cholet. A 

fifth win from fifteen attempts could be within reach. Top chance. J'AURAIS 

DU (16) comes into form following a 1L second in this company at Lyon-

Parilly. Drop in trip to suit and bold run expected. MILLFIELD (8) is one to 

note after solid form this campaign including 2L third at Longchamp. In the 

mix. PRADARO (4) and BAILEYS BLUES (12) both have hopes of placing. 

Keep in mind. 

Selections 

ZELOTE (2) - J'AURAIS DU (16) - MILLFIELD (8) - PRADARO (4) - 

BAILEYS BLUES (12) 

Race 5 

1. DILAWARA - Impressive 8L scorer in Longchamp handicap over 1300m 

(heavy) last month. Don't underestimate. 

2. KRAQUANTE - 4L third over this trip in Longchamp Listed event last 

month. Contender. 

3. QUEEN KAHLUA - Bounced back to form with decisive handicap success 

at Bordeaux last month. Others have more obvious claims in this level. 
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4. HONEY CAKE - Outclassed in Longchamp G3 1400m Prix Du Pin in 

September. Down in class but hard to recommend after a break. 

5. SUN BEAR - 2L runner-up in Newmarket (UK) handicap over 1609m last 

month. Interesting for notable trainer.  

6. PETTINGER - Breakthrough victory by a neck last 42 days ago. Set to 

struggle in this grade. 

7. PRIVATE ROMANCE - 10L fifth on comeback in Longchamp handicap. 

Should strip fitter but others preferred. 

8. LA LA LAND - Not beaten far in two Listed events in Germany this 

campaign but needs progress. 

9. DESOBEISSANCE - 3L third in Hannover Listed race on comeback 25 

days ago. Could progress. 

10. LIGHT BLUSH - Ran below market expectations when 18L eighth in this 

grade at Hannover last month. Can bounce back to play an each-way role. 

11. MARLY - Neck winner of a class one over 1200m here in September 

(soft). Shortlisted. 

12. ETERNITY - Disappointing 8L tenth in Longchamp Listed race last month. 

In good form previously so folly to discount. 

13. SCRIPTURALE - Heavy defeats in last two outings. Look elsewhere. 

14. MAAVAH - 8L eighth in this class two starts ago. Unlikely to cause an 

upset. 

15. ELLERSLIE LACE - Should appreciate this drop in grade after sixth at 

Longchamp G2 1600m Prix Daniel Wildenstein last month. Place option. 

16. FEMINA - 4L fifth in Longchamp Listed event following two good wins 

since August. Go close. 

Summary 

DILAWARA (1) ran out an impressive 8L winner of a Longchamp handicap 

over 1300m on heavy ground. Improving and can deliver a bold show at this 

level for the first time. Strong hope. ELLERSLIE LACE (15) is one to note 

after a sixth in a Longchamp G2. The ease in company is likely to suit. Not to 

be underestimated. FEMINA (16) was 4L fifth in this grade at Longchamp 

after two good wins since August. In the mix. Another lively contender is 

KRAQUANTE (2) who was third returning to action. May strip fitter and rates a 
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place option. LIGHT BLUSH (10) is expected to produce better than latest 

when disappointing in Hannover. Don't be surprised if able to bounce back. 

Selections 

DILAWARA (1) - ELLERSLIE LACE (15) - FEMINA (16) - KRAQUANTE (2) - 

LIGHT BLUSH (10) 

Race 6 

1. PETITE MILANAISE - Heavy defeats in this grade this campaign. Others 

preferred. 

2. NOBILDONNA - 5L scorer in this grade at Saint-Cloud 12 days ago over 

this trip. Respected in follow-up bid. 

3. DESTINEE DU BOIS - Two modest runs since returning. Needs sharp 

progress to feature. 

4. ZADRAK - 48L defeat on reappearance. Impossible to recommend. 

5. PHILOSOPHY - Fair 3L fourth at Le Mans two weeks ago. Others have 

more obvious claims. 

6. BAY OF GIBRALTAR - 2L fifth in this company at Saint-Cloud last month. 

Could improve down in trip. Keep in mind. 

7. MY LOVELY ONE - Won in this grade four outings back and wasn't beaten 

far at this level a month ago. Each-way option. 

8. WISEITEN - 1L third over this trip on penultimate start prior to heavy defeat 

latest. Place chance on best form. 

9. AYGUEMORTE - Hard to recommend following 10L defeat at Amiens last 

month. 

10. ROCHENKA - Improved effort two weeks ago when 1L runner-up at this 

level in Le Mans 1950m contest. Thereabouts. 

11. LINDA'S CAP - Neck winner of similar Saint-Cloud handicap last month 

on heavy ground. Could replicate down in trip but overall profile suggests 

unlikely.  

12. SAPHIRSIDE - Held 5L fifth in this company at Le Croise Laroche a 

month ago. Unlikely to threaten. 
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13. KARSADOR - Improved in last two runs including 2L fifth in this company 

at Angers 10 days ago. Keep on side. 

14. ZAFIRO - Doesn't possess any worthwhile form this term to be a factor 

here. 

Summary 

NOBILDONNA (2) looks the one to beat judging on an impressive 5L victory 

in this grade at Saint-Cloud over this distance. Set to follow up. BAY OF 

GIBRALTAR (6) might be a danger after a respectable run at Saint-Cloud. 

Drop in trip to suit and merits an each-way chance. MY LOVELY ONE (7) 

holds pieces of form this term including winning in this grade four starts ago. 

Don't discount. ROCHENKA (10) may build on recent runner-up spot if in the 

same form. Place option. 

Selections 

NOBILDONNA (2) - BAY OF GIBRALTAR (6) - MY LOVELY ONE (7) - 

ROCHENKA (10) 

Race 7 

1. THE DONALD - 8L third over this trip at Saint-Cloud 12 days ago on heavy 

ground. Improvement needed. 

2. GREEN BAY - Nose runner-up in a Deauville AW 1900m event a month 

ago. Could play an each-way role. 

3. RIQUET - In fair form this campaign including head winner at Vichy in this 

grade in July. Needs to resume in similar form to follow-up. Strong contender. 

4. PIWI CHOP - Two down the field efforts since returning. Best watched. 

5. LIE HIGH - Three modest efforts in class 4 events previously suggest a 

minor role is likely. 

6. MISERICORDIA - Bounced back to form with fair 3L fifth in this grade at 

Saint-Cloud last month. Shortlisted dropping in trip. 

7. REINE DE KHALVI - Inconsistent but retains ability including when winning 

in this grade three starts ago. Could surprise. 

8. BELLE CITY - Take a big drop in distance following 7L sixth in Lyon-Parilly 

class 4 level two weeks ago. Limited appeal. 
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9. JAZZ WARRIOR - Not a chance based on heavy defeats in his last three 

outings. 

10. EVOCATEUR - Needs a step forward on recent class 4 efforts to play a 

part here. 

11. ZAMUJA - Needs to show sharp improvement on second run back from 

absence. Unlikely to threaten. 

12. NEVER WITHOUT YOU - Beaten out of sight in previous two runs. 

Readily opposed. 

13. GODRIC - Regressive form this term suggests a minor role is likely. 

Summary 

RIQUET (3) returns from an absence following good form this campaign 

including a head success at Vichy in this grade. Looks to have a strong 

chance to follow up. MISERICORDIA (6) was a fair 3L fifth in this company at 

Saint-Cloud. That was a welcome return to form and any improvement would 

give an each-way chance. Shortlisted. GREEN BAY (2) was a narrow runner-

up when last seen. Could have a place role with peak fitness likely. REINE DE 

KHALVI (7) demands respect if on best form. Won in this class three starts 

ago. Could surprise. 

Selections 

RIQUET (3) - MISERICORDIA (6) - GREEN BAY (2) - REINE DE KHALVI (7) 


